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Solution and explanations "Shop or Flop" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data transfer: Secure SSL encryption recognizable under https:\ or security lock 

(otherwise do not enter any bank or credit card data!) 

 

www.guetezeichen.at 

Reputable providers recognizable by the seal of approval (Austrian e-commerce seal of 

approval or trusted shop).name and experiences) or reviews (caution: can also be 

"fake"!)  

 

 

shopStandardization of the transactions to be concluded formulated. Regulates, for 

example, warranty claims, claims for damages, retention of title, ... 

 

Safest option for buyers: purchase on account (or cash on delivery). Confidence 

(advance) on the part of the seller. Not always possible for all buyers 

(creditworthiness). 

 

You can withdraw from the purchase and return the goods within 14 working days. 

However, there are exceptions to best. Goods or services (e.g. downloads, data 

carriers, ...) 

 

Do not be intimidated by unjustified invoices! www.ombudsmann.at or 

www.arbeiterkammer.at! 

Check bank statements and credit card statements regularly. 

 

www.watchlist-internet.at (Newsletter can be ordered!) 

At www.whois.com/whois you can see who registered the domain of the online shop 

(Are they the same as the imprint?!) 

 

 

 

http://www.lets-talk-about-money.eu/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.de
http://www.ombudsmann.at/
http://www.watchlist-internet.at/
http://www.whois.com/whois
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"WRONG" or mismatched puzzle pieces  

(fit not for secure online shopping): 

 

 

Insecure data transmission  

(hypertext transfer protocol without transport encryption) 

 

 

"BARGAIN": Compare prices ( e.g. www.geizhals.at) / calculate; "Action", "only 

today", "2 for 1" etc. is not always cheaper. Every offer has a reason – question it! 

possibly Extra cost?! For orders in a non-EU country, customs duties may also apply. 

Beware of "free"! Subscription case or other conditions (data transfer) attached to it; Read the 

fine print! 

 

Method of payment: 

If only advance payment is offered, seriousness is to be questioned! Cash transfer 

"Western Union" never for payments to strangers! 

 

delivery: 

If the delivery is not made on time, the buyer can withdraw from the contract – setting 

a reasonable period of grace – or hold on to the delivery. 

 

Fake shops (opposite of reputable providers) are usually not immediately 

recognizable as such! Imprint (supplier or contact person, address), terms and 

conditions, cancellation policy, etc. provide additional information or advance 

information about search engines (shop name and experiences) or reviews (caution: they can also 

be "fake"!)  
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